A blended charging solution for collaborative spaces!
ALUMNI air
Let it Breathe...
Alumni Air chairs unique ventilation holes were engineered to provide just the right amount breathability or students & teachers. Available in a variety of colours & sizes from 12 -18"

Flow Desk
The most dynamic and appropriate group sizing
Collaborative learning! The flow desk was designed to maximize the use of limited space within a classroom

The Explorer
Smooth back stacking chair. This unique shape provides lumbar support while offering just the right amount of flexibility. Available in sizes 12", 14", 16" & 18"

Smooth Chair
Designed to inspire creative thought. Textured seat is easy to maintain & adds design air

Pente Desk
A familiar shape with a unique application

Idea Desk
Where ideas come together

THE MOST COMPELLING 21ST CENTURY CLASSROOM SOLUTIONS
Integrity Adjustable Standing Desk
Designed to inspire creative thought & turn the classroom into a better learning environment.

Integrity Flip Computer Table
Flip Top wire management system keeps wires concealed & organized.

Collaborative Tables - Ogee
The Alumni Ogee collaborative tables offer an interactive and creative table solution for any learning environment. The unique curve design allows for endless configuration possibilities & unique seating capacities.

Sit-Stand Desk
Help improve mood and energy levels as well as increase productivity. Sit to stand heights 26 - 43".

Alumni Tables
Alumni interactive tables are contemporary, versatile, & practical as a two-student table or activity table.

Cafe Height Table
They can be arranged for both partnered & collaborative learning.

Guided Reading Table
Unique C-shape top designed for guided reading.

Activity Table
Rectangular activity tables offer strength & stability for a wide variety of learning.
Alumni Lite ABS Folding Tables & chairs
Available in hard plastic or laminate

Honour Roll Desk
Available in hard plastic or laminate

Nesting Flip Tables
Tables easily flip up & nest for convenient storage

Pedestal Table
Contemporary, versatile, & practical for the cafeteria or learning commons.

Honour Roll Stools
Available in adjustable or fixed heights, with hardwood or plastic seats

Classic Chair
The classic chair is a durable & dependable classroom solution. Available in many colours & sizes

Integrity Desk
Designed to inspire creative thought & turn the classroom into a better learning environment

Honour Roll Stacking Chair
One of the best stacking chairs on the market! Available in many colours & in sizes 12 - 18”

Alumni Convertible Bench Tables
A safe & flexible cafeteria or auditorium solution

Alumni Lite ABS Folding Tables & chairs
Tables can hold up to 2000lbs of equally distributed weight! Chairs stack flat & compact

www.alumnicf.com
info@alumnicf.com

*Available in stacking height